
Item # 13 An Ancient Sith Datacron with a bad attitude

Found during the cleaning of a closet here in this building.  It was hidden under a mop bucket
and some rags.  Item was filthy, covered in mold and mildew. (see photos # 3, 4, and 5 in the
flier.)

Item is roughly triangular in shape and each side is made from a series of  black stone-like
pieces; the openings between the struts are  filled with a filthy glass substance.

Once clean,  the glass was shown to be a different color on each side.  Red, green, chartreuse,
and vermillion.

During the initial examination three technicians were melted into goo and the item then seemed
to change color from red to puce.  All physical examinations were halted at this point.

Numerous Force users were brought in to attempt to tune into the item.  All were told the basics
and of the previous researcher's demise and only one coward fled when ordered to attune his
mind to the artifact.  The Force users discovered The item in question is the history of a small
Sith outpost from 2 AY here on this planet.   The Leader was a Force user named Ralph.  He
apparently managed thighs so poorly his own troops had him executed.  At this point one of the
Force users' heads turned into a bloody ruin as it exploded and the other one was ordered by
the artifact to take it outside so it could enjoy the sunset.

Minimal contact with item #13 has been the norm since all this happened.

FOLLOW UP NOTE: The sole remaining Force user has since taken to wearing tinfoil over her
head to stop the “voices” she claims are coming from the item.

Bidding will start at 2500 credits

We will not be held responsible if this item causes harm to you or anyone else after being sold.


